CHECKING - IN

“Life changes. So
does insurance
needs.”
CLOSE INSURANCE

Does your policy need an
Insurance is not exciting. Insurance is not flashy.
Other than some funny commercials insurance can be
dull, until a catastrophe or sudden accident strikes! It
is then that we begin to panic and wonder am I
covered or did I buy enough insurance, or can I afford
my deductible?
We at Close Insurance pride ourselves in attempting
to personally reach out and follow up with you on
life’s movement. If
you haven’t had a
policy review with
us in the last 36
months please give
our office a call to
discuss.
YOUR HOME:
Perhaps you’ve added new rooms or made some
upgrades to your roof or windows. Let us make sure
you have enough coverage because your home is
usually your larges asset.
YOUR AUTO INSURANCE: Our carrier partners
are always on the move with amazing bells and
whistles that provide you the opportunity to have
some amazing coverage. These endorsements could
cost your pennies a day, but in the even of an accident
pay large dividends. Items such as diminishing
deductibles or newer car replacement coverage. Let’s
check and see if you have any overlooked new
coverage opportunities for you.
YOUR LIABILITY. We are here to safeguard your
earnings, savings, and other assets with liability and
medical payment limits that are realistic for the costs
of today’s claims. The cost to repair and replace these
newer vehicles is increasing every day, along with the

cost of medical bills and helicopter rides from the
scene of accidents. Do not be left holding the bill for
an accident you caused. Make sure your limits are
adequate to protect you
Purpose of Insurance: Insurance isn’t just mandated
by states and banks. It is a way that you manage your
life choices. When you buy insurance, you transfer
the cost of a potential loss to the insurance company
in exchange for a premium aka “monthly bill”.
In a way you are buying money. Money that will be
paid on your behalf to someone else in the case of an
accident or damage to your home because of a storm.
This way you won’t have to spend your hard-earned
savings for unexpected costs. The goal of our agency
is to provide you Peace of Mind.
Umbrella Insurance:
This is a unique policy
that you may want to
consider as you and
your family increase
your exposure to certain
risky activities or begin
to accumulate savings
and wealth. This is type
of insurance provides an
extra layer of protection for events such as: a guest is
hurt at your home while playing on a trampoline, or
pick-up soccer game. This policy provides protection
for you when an extreme auto accident occurs, and
you are at-fault for someone’s serious injuries such as
a disability or lost wages due to rehabilitation time.
Do not let a lawsuit cause you sleepless nights and
years of turmoil. Make sure you have affordable
adequate insurance protection

